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Soccer is a fun sport.It is fun to play. Many people like to

play soccer. Many people in America like to play soccer.

You need two nets and a soccer ball and a field some

players to play. It is fun with more players.Other people

like other sports football,basketball, and other sports.

Which is your favorite?Boys and girls play. People all

over the world started liking soccer.

 



Another good soccer team is Mexico.They are really

good. There are so many teams in the world. Giovanni

Dos Santos is the best soccer player in Mexico.The best

soccer player in the USA is Clint Dempsey. The best

soccer player in the world was Lionel Messi in 2019. He

scored 9 to 2 points when he played Brazil. He scored

most of the points for his team players. Their is a other

country called Brazil. Brazil won champions 5 times.



Then, when a team wins,it comes on new. Everyone gets

see it.It is fun to see it on TV. Each soccer game is 90

minutes in total.Their are 11 players in the team. Their is

a coach for each team. Their are 22 soccer players in the

field. Each team has followers. There is a soccer ball on

the field. People are watching the game on the

field.There are reporters on the field. It is fun.



There are thousands and thousands of professional

soccer players in history. It is good to learn about them.

People all over the world like them. The youngest

professional soccer player in Bolivia is Baldivieso, he was

12 years old. His country is Bolivia. There are two other

professional soccer players, one is named Marco

Etcheverry,the other player is Erwin Sanchez. They are

good too!!

 



Many soccer players have fans who think they are really

really good. People love them. Everyone let out a big

cheer and take lots of pictures. They are so happy to see

him. They give soccer players trophies for their hard

work. Soccer players are very proud of themselves. They

are proud because they listened to their coaches. Do you

like soccer? Do you want to be a professional soccer

player when you grow up?

 



Glossary
america a country

brazil a country
champions the best,the really really good

cheer yell
fan cool

football,basketball sports
professional to be the best, good at something

usa a country
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